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Order-Types, Trees, and a 
Problem of Erd0s and HaJnal 
by 
Keith J. Devlin 
(Oslo) 
~~ 
We work in ZFC set theory throughout, and use the usual 
notation and conventions. In particular, an ordinal is the set 
of all its predecessors and a cardinal is an initial ordinal. 
The cardinality of a set X is denoted by lXI. As usual, if cr, p 
are order types, cr ~ p denotes that there is an order preserving 
monomorphism F: cr ~ p.. (We use cr.~ p to denote order types, all 
other lower case Greek letters denoting ordinals, with x., X, in 
particular, for cardinals). We assume some familiarity with the 
notion of constructibility, as in, say, [1]. In particular, we 
assume the reader knows the usual proof that V = L ~ GCH (see [1].~ 
We use Iu' ~ E On, to denote the levels in the constructible 
hierarchy. 
Let ~ denote the following proposition: ~~enever p is an 
order type of cardinality tl) 2 such that w2 "F P and w~ ~ p ther~ 
is (J c p of cardinality w1 such that w 1 :::t (J and W* :£ CJ 1 ! • 
vlithout assuming GCH, the status of ~ is of little interest, 
of course, since a set of reals of cardinality w2 embeds neither 
w2, w~ nor w1, wf . In [2] (§ 7, Problem I), Erd0s and HaJnal 
ask what happens to ~ if we do assume GCH. In this paper, we 
prove that if V = L, then l~ . The proof uses Jensen's answer 
to an earlier question of ours concerning subtrees of w1-trees, 
and we end the paper with a brief discussion o£ this topic, and 
a remark conce~ing the consistency o£ ~ • 
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A ~ is a poset ! = (T, ~ T) such that for any x E T, 
\y E Tly < T x} is well ordered by ~ T • (For such !• x, we 
call the order type of this set (under <T) the height o£ x in 
:6.) For any ordinal a. , we set Ta. = {x E T I x has height a. 
in !l, the a.' th level of X • vre write ! ra. for (UB<a. T~ '~Tt'l(U~<a. Ti3) 2>. 
A branch of 1 is a maximal linearly ordered subset of T • I£ 
it has order type a. it is an a.-branch. 
Let e be an ordinal, a cardinal. T 
"' 
is a (e,x.)-tree iff 
('v'a. < 8 )(Ta. ~ 0 & I Ta.l < x.) & T8 = 0. ,X is normal iff whenever a.<(3<8 
and xETa. there are distinct y,y' E Tl3 with x < T y~y~A tree ~ 
is x.-AronszaJn iff it is a (x.,x.)-tree with no x.-branches. 1 
is x.-Kurepa iff it is a (x., x.)-tree with at least x.+ x.-branches. 
In both cases, we do not bother to mention the x. if x. = w 1 • 
(We ignore x. = w £rom the outset.) 
Solovay has proved that if V = L , there is a Kurepa tree. 
For our purposes, a somewhat stronger result is required. 
Let us begin by proving three fundamental lemmas on 
constructibility. 
~ 
Assume V = L. If M-<Iw, then M =La. for some Ct.< w1 • 
1 
Proof: By absoluteness considerations, it suffices to show that M 
is transitive. Let x E Lw • Then x is countable. 
1 
Now, Lw has an Lw -definab:he well 
1 1 
ordering, <L • Let 
Jx be the <L-least biJection Jx: w ~ x • Then Jx E Lw 
and is L -definable from x. Hence, x E M -+ Jx E M • 
w1 
But clearly, w c M .. Thus x E M -+ J "w c M -+ x c M , X 
as required. 
1 
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Assume V = L.. If M < L , then M n L = La. for some a. ~ w1 • 
w2 w1 
Proof= T. is T. -definable, so clearly :M n L .{ T. ./By lemma 1, 
w1 -w2 w1 -w1 
M n I.w 1 = La. for some a. ~ w1 .. 
Let ~ > a. > w , p E Lf3 • Suppose that Lf3+1 I= "a. is a regular 
uncountable cardinal" and that Lf3 is the smallest X.(:; L13 such tbet 
p E X and X n a. is transitive. Then there is an Lf3+1-definable 
map of w cofinally into a. • 
Proof: Let us use the notation X ~~ Lf3 to mean that X is an 
n 
elementary substructure of (Lf3 1 £) when we restrict our 
attention to the I:n formulas of set theory only .. For 
each n E w , let xn be the smallest X <t Lf3 such that 
n 
p E X and X n a. is transitive .. Thus xn is ~-definable. 
But L(3+1 I= "a. is a regular uncountable cardinal", so 
clearly Xn n a. E a. • Let a.n = ~ n a. • Since 
<~In< w) is L~+1 -definable, so is (a.njn < w) • But 
un<W~ = L~ by assumption on L(3 , so supn<wa.n = a. , and 
we are done. 
The following theorem was proved by Jensen in answer to an old 
question of ours. 
~ (Jensen) 
Assume V = L. Then there is a Kurepa tree no subset of which 
is (under the inherited ordering) an AronszaJn tree. 
Proof~ Define a function h: w1 ~ w1 by setting h(a.) = the least 
y such that 1y+1 I= "a. is countable". We define an 
(w 1 ,w 1)-tree ~ by induction on the levels. The elements 
of ~ will be countable ordinals, and we have a. <T (3 ~ a. < (3 • 
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Each ~ret will be a normal ( et, w 1 ) -tree. 
As we proceed, we simultaneously define a function 
f: w1 -? w1 by setting f(et) = the least y such that 
et, Tret E L ~ L y . w1 (by lemma 1). 
Set T = ! o}. If Tet is defined, Tet+1 is the result 0 
of appointing (in a minimal way) two new ordinals to succeed 
each member of Tet • We are left with the definition of 
Tet when lim(et) and j'r et , is defined, and is a normal 
(CL, w1 )-tree ... 
Let S(et) be the set of all u c Tret such that: 
( i ) U E u ~ <h ( et ) L~ ; 
(ii) U is a normal (et, w1)-tree (under the inherited 
ordering); 
(iii) U is thin in .xrCl (i.e. for any X E U there is a 
Y E ~ra - u such that X <T y); 
(iv) ~(a.) I= "U is an AronszaJn tree". 
We let Ta. consist of (minimally appointed ordinals as) 
one point extensions of each et-branch b of lra. such that 
b E Lf(a) and b ¢ U for any U E S(a). By condition (iii) 
above, it is clear that (since Lf(a.) I= "a and S(a) are 
countable") ;!;ret + 1 is a normal (a + 1, w1 )-tree. 
Set ! = ua.<w1;!;ra., a normal (w1 , w1 )-tree. 
vle prove that X is Kurepa. Suppose not. Then we 
may let (cala. < w1) be the <L-least enumeration of all the 
.w1-branches of T • T is clearly L -definable, and hence 
"' "' w2 
so is (calet < w1) .. Using this fact, we define an w1-branch 
b of T 
"' 
such that b I= ca for all a< w1 
' 
giving the 
required result. 
Define a chain of submodels X0~X1 ~ ••• ~~~ ••• ~Lw (V<~) 
2 
as follows: 
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X = the smallest X-\Lw ; 
0 2 
X = the smallest X ~ L -~+1 w2 such that ~ u { ~ } c X; 
X = U X if lim ( y ) • Y v<y 'V 
For each By lemma 2, 
n'V(w 1 ) = w1 n X'V = a'V, say. 
continuous sequence). Hence 
(Note that (avi'V < w1) is a 
<ca. n a"V I a'V) • 
Also, L ( ) I= "a f a.\) \1 
TT ( T ) = T ra and TI" ( < ca I a < w 1) ) = 
'\) rv rv '\) v 
is countable" whereas 1 111 ( "V) I= "a"V = 
W 
" 
1 , so $("V) < f(a'V) for each 'V < w1 • It follows that 
(ca n a'VIa < av> E Lf(a ) • 
'V 
iA!e define, by induction, a sequence b,.. c ••• c bv c ••• ('V<w 1 ) 
such that, for each "V < w1 , b'V is an a'V-branch of ;!;rav , with an 
extension on level a'V of !• such that a < a"V ~ b'V ~ ca n a'V • 
vfe shall then JUSt set b = uv<w bv and be done, of course. 
1 
To define b0 , obsere that (can a0 la < a 0 ), S(a0 ), a 0 , 
:!:I ao E Lf(ao) 
Renee, working 
amd Lf(ao) I= "a0 , S(a0 ), ;!;ra0 are countable". 
inside Lf(ao). 1 t . b th 1 t , we may e o0 e e <1- eas 
a 0 -branch of ;!;ra0 such that b0 ¢. U for any U E S(a0 ) and 
extension on Ta • 
0 
Then, since S(a0 ) c Lf(a ) , b0 has an 
0 
If b0 c ••• c b'V are already (suitably) defined, b'V+1 is 
defined similarly (to contain the Ta -extension of b"V , of course). 
'\) 
Finally, suppose lim("V) and that b0 c b1 c ••• c bE; c ••• (~<'V) 
are suitably defined. Let b'V = u~<"VbS • Since (a"VI'V < w1) is 
continuous, b"V is an av-branch of ;!;rav and a. < a"V ~ bv ~ ccx. n av • 
We must show that 
Clearly, b"V 
b"V extends on 
is definable from 
We show first that b'VELf(av). 
, (a~l~ < "V), (S(ag)l~ < "V) , 
(ca n a.vla < a"V), so it reduces to proving that (as I s < v ) E Lf (a ) • 
'V 
L 
a -w w(s) s - 1 And since for each s, this will be so providing 
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(LIP(~)~~< 'J) E Lf(a. ) • Now, 
'J 
$('J) < f(a.'J), so L~('J) E Lf(a. ) • 
'J 
chain Thus, working inside Lf(a. )' we may define a 
'J 
Y0 ./... Y1 ~ ... J... Y~g ~ .d J... L$('J) (!; < 'J) exactly as 
was defined from L (JJ2 • But look, in defining 
equally well have used X'J in place of L (since 
w2 
0 "' Then, s1nce X'J = L$('J) , an easy 
we could 
""' induction argument shows that X!; = Y~; for all ~ < 'J • Hence 
Y~ ~ L$(~)' IE;< 'J • But (Y~I~ < 'J) E Lf(a.'J), so (Lw(P;)I~ < v) 
as required. 
Thus, b'J will be proved to extend on level a.'J if we 
can show that for any U E S(a.'J), b'J t U • To this end, note 
first that our above argument did more than prove that 
b'JE 1f(a.'J) • What we actually proved was that b'J is 
LIP('J)+1 -definable (from elements of L$('J)+1 .) Now, a.'J 
is uncountable in L$('J)+1 but countable in ~(a.'J)+1 • 
(For the formert note that n~·l : L$('J) ..z I.w 2 and n~1 (a.'J) = w1 ) • 
Hence w(v) < h(a.'J) • 
Case A: $('J) + 1 < h(a.'J) • 
Then b'J E ~(a.'J) • So as 
for any U E S(a. ) , we cannot have 
'J 
Case B: ~('J) + 1 = h(a.'J) • 
T ~ L "U is AronszaJn 11 11(a. ) I 
'J 
b c U for any such U • 
'J 
Thus S(a.'J) c L$('J) • Let U E S(a,'J) • For t < T ~ v , 
-1 < ( ) ( ) set TitT = TIT01Tt • Then Lw(v) , nTV T<'J) is isomorphic to 
the direct limit of the elementary system ((L$(T))T<V, 
(ntT)t<T<'J) • So for some T < 'J and some U' E L$(T) , 
U = TIT'J(U') • Let T be the least such. It is then easily 
observed that L$(T) is the smallest X~ L$(T) such that 
U' E L$(T) and X n a.T is transitive. 
11a. is a regular uncountable cardinal". 
'T" 
Also, Lw Cr) + 1 I= 
(By applying n~ 1 ) • 
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Thus by lemma 3, it follows that a. 
.,. 
is countable in 
Hence w(r) + 1 = h(a.T) • But look, there is no UW~V)~definable 
( -1) a.v-branch of U. By applying rrv • Hence there can be no 
~ (a. ) I= "U ' is T 
AronszaJn". It follows readily that U' E S(a.T) • Hence bT ¢ U'. 
This completes the proof that T is Kurepao 
"' 
Now suppose that l has an AronszaJn subtree, U • It is 
easily seen that there is no loss of gen~rality in assuming that 
u is normal and thin in T 
"" 
• \lfe may also assume that u is the 
<L-least such. Hence u is L 
OJ2 
-definable. So U E xo • Clearly, 
U' = rr 0 (U) = U n lfb. 0 As u is AronszaJn, there is no rw -
2 
definable w1-branch of u • Thus Lw(O) + 1 I= "U' is AronszaJn". 
But, using lemma 3, it is immediately clear that w(O) + 1 = h(a.0 ) • 
Hence we see that U' E S(a0 ) • But by construction, no a.0 -branch 
of U' ever extended on Ta , so how ever can 
0 
U :::~ U' be cofinal in 
w1 7 This contradicition completes the proof. 
The above theorem, together with our next result, shows that 
V= L-+l~. 
Assume GCH. Suppose that there is a Kurepa tree T , no 
rv ; 
subset of which is an AronszaJn tree. Then l ~ . 
Proof: Without loss cf generality, we may assume that T c U 28: 
a.<w1 
and that s ~T t iff s is an initial segment of t 
(written s inl t ) • 
Let p be the set of all w1-branches of 1 , ordered 
lexicographically. 
w2 , w~ ,!:. p • 
Thus I pI = w2 • \riTe show that 
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Let D = { s E u a.<w 2a, I ( 3b E p ) ( s inl b) } • Then 
1 
IDI = w1 by GCH • 
Suppose w2 < p , and let (b~l~ < w2) be an w2-sequence 
from p • Let A= fv E w2llim (~)l • By induction on v E A, 
pick s~ E D such that ~ E A n v ~ sT ~ sv (By demanding 
that sv inl b,J but l sv inl b~+1 for each v E A) • Then 
{s~lv E A} is a set of w2 distinct members of D, which is 
absurd. Similarly if w~ ~ p • 
Now let a c p, Ia I = w1 • vJ'e show that w1 <a or 
Suppose p = < p, -:3) • 
Let U = { s E U ,....,., 2o.l (3b E a)( s inl b) I . Thus U c T • 0.~1 - rv 
Case 1~ For some b E a it is the case that whenever s inl b there 
Case 2: 
is b' E a such that s inl b' and b' # b • By induction, 
pick a strictly <T-increasing sequence (s~l~ < w1) of 
initial sections of b , and a pairwise distinct sequence 
of members of a - { b} such that s inl b .. v- v 
Then either ! bv I v < w 1 & bv ~ b l or else 
{bvlv < w1 & b ~bv} has cardinality w1 • But 
(bvl v < w1 & bv -:3 b~ is a ~ -increasing sequence from 
a and (bvl v < w1 & b ~ bv) is a -3 -decreasing sequence 
from a • 
Otherwise. 
Then, for each b E a there is sb E u such that 
s, inl b 
o-
and for all b' E a , sb inl b' ~ b' = b • 
Let U' = { s I ( 3b E a )( s inl sb) } . Then U' c u . We know 
that U' cannot be an AronszaJn tree. And yet U' is an 
(tu 1, w1)-tree. Hence U' has an For 
o1 , b2 E a , s 0 
1 
for each s inl d 
and s0 must be <T-incomparable. Hence 
2 
there must be a b E a such that s inl sb 
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and l sb .!.!!.±. d • So, for each s inl d there is b E cr 
such that s inl b and b # d • So, as in Case 1, 
w1 < cr or w~ < cr • II 
We saw above that it is consistent that there is a Kurepa tree with 
no AronszaJn subtree. Since the existence of Kurepa trees is not 
provable in ZFC (see [4]), we could not hope to eliminate the 
use of V = L in establishing that result. However, in ZFC, it 
is possible to construct a normal (w 1 , w1 )-tree with no AronszaJn 
subtree. In fact,we have: 
there is a normal (w 1 , w1 )-tree I such that: 
(i) % has no AronszaJn subtree. 
(ii) if~' is any normal (w 1 , w1 )-tree then either ~' has an PxonszaJn 
subtree on else l ~ 1' . 
Proof: 
w 
Let T = ! s E 2 ....... 1 I I ! a E w 1 I s (a) = 1 } I < w } , and make T 
into a tree by setting s < t iff s c t • Clearly, T 
"' 
is a normal (w 1 , w1 )-tree such that every point in T lies 
on an w1-branch of l . 
(i) Suppose U~ T, U a normal (w 1 , w1 )tree. \lve show that 
U is not an AronszaJn tree. It is easily seen that we may 
assume that U is an initial seqment of ~ • (If the initial-
isation of U in ~ has an w1-branch, so must U itself !) 
Set C = !a E w1 llim (a)} • For each ~ E C, let sa E U 
be arbitrary. For each a E C , define f(a) = the largest 
~ <a such that sa(~) = 1, or else f(a) = 0 if no such 
~ exists. Then f:C-+ w1 is regressive, so by a 1/llell known 
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theorem of Fodor (see [1], Chapter 3, for example) we can find 
stationary set X c C such that f"X = 113 l 0 for some fixed 
13 0 • It follows immediately that there must be an uncountable 
set Y c X such that a., i3 E Y & a. < i3 ~ sa. ~T s~ • 
Hence lsa.la. E Yl determines an w1-branch of U • 
( ii) Let X be a namal ( tu 1 , m 1 ) -tree with no Arons zaJn subtree. 
By replaing ~' by a sub±ree if necessary, we assume ~' 
is such that every point in ~· has exactly two dis-
tinct immediate successors. But look, as ~' has no 
AronszaJn subtree, every point of ~' lies on an w1-branch 
of ~' • It is now an easy matter to inductively (on the 
levels) embed ~ into ~' • I 
Let us return now to the property ~ , and show how the failure of 
~ is closely connected with the existence of AronszaJn subtrees 
of trees. Let ~ denote the following proposition, often refered 
to as Chang's ConJecture: If~=< w2, w1, ••• > is an arbitrary 
first-order structure with a countable language, there is 
L = < B, B n w 1 , • • • > ..< OL such that I B I = w 1 and I B n w 1 I < w • 
Silver [3] has shown that Con (ZFC = "there is a Ramsey cardinal")~ 
Can (ZFC + GCH +b) • (And since ~ implies the existence of 
Solovay's o#, the large cardinal assumption here probably cannot 
be weakened very much, if at all.) 
~-
Assume b + GCH • If q, fails, then there is an w2-AronszaJn tree 
with no AronszaJn subtree. 
Proof: Let p be an order type of cardinality oJ 2 such that 
w 2, U.'~ -¢. p , but for any cr ~ p of cardinality w 1 , either 
w1 ~ cr or else w~ ,::= cr • Assume p = (w2, -3) for definite-
ness. 
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Define, by induction on the levels, a tree, ~ , as follows: 
The elements of l are non-empty intervals of p and the ordering, 
<T' is ::) • Set T0 = { p} • I.f I E Ta. and I I I = 1, I has no 
successors in 1 . If IE Ta. and III > 1 , let a.I be the least 
ordinal in I not maximal in I and let !~ E Ils_~ a.I} and 
!~ E Ila.I -3 ~~ be the successors of I 
lim (o ) and llo is defined, let T0 = 
T ro and n b -/:. 0} • 
in Ta.+i • 
{nbjb is a 
Finally, if 
o-branch of 
We linearly order each level Ta. by setting, for each 
I, J E T , I < J iff (VE; E I) (VC E J)(~ -3 C) • a a. 
Suppose that for some a.< w2 , ITa.l = w2 • 
Let a. be the least such. Then, clearly, lim (a.) • 
Let f: 1~ a. + 1 ~ Ta. , and consider the structure 
0C = (~fa. + 1, T ra. , Ta. , f, <a. , <*) , where <* is the 
lexicographic order on 1ra. + 1 induced by the <~, ~ <a. • 
Now, 11ra. + 11 = w2 and I Tic. I = w1 (by choice of a.), so let 
£ = <X, X n T ra.' ... ) ~ (9( with I X I = w 1 and I X n T ra I = w , 
by assumption. Since 
(i) ()(,t= (Vx, y E Ta) (x <a. y ~ (3z E Tra.)(x :;:* z ~* y)) 
it follows that 
(ii) i I= (Vx, y E Ta n x)(x < a. y -. G z E Tra n X)(x ~* z ~* y)) 
For each IE Ta. n X, let e(I) E I be arbitrary. 
Then, for I, J E Ta. n X, I <a J iff 9(I) ~ 9(J) • 
Set cr = {e(I)II E Tan X} • Thus cr c p • And since 
f: X~-. Tan X, lcrl = w1 • We show that w1 , wt ~ cr , a contradiction. 
Suppose w1 ~ cr • (The case wt ~ cr is similar). It follows that 
2 
w1 :5 (Ta. n X, <a n X ) , so let (I'JI'V < w1) be a <aincreasing 
sequence from Ta n X • By (ii), we can inductively pick mimbers J'J 
from Tfa n X , for 'J = U'J < w1 , so that lim (v1 ) & lim ('J2 ) & 
'V1 < v 2 -+ I <~~ J <-1~ I" • But I Tja n XI = w , so we have a \)1 \)1 .,..2 
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contradicition. 
Hence, for all a< w2 , !Tal S w1 • 
Suppose 1 has an w2-branch b = (Iala < w2) • For each 
a < w2 there is Ja+1 E Ta+1 such that Ia <T Ja+i and 
Ja+1 • Ia+1 • Let ea+1 E Ja+1 for each a • Either 
I {ea+1 1a < w2 & Ia+1 <a+1 Ja+1 }1 = w2 or else 
I {eaa.1 1 a< w2 & Ja+1 <a+1 Ia+1 } I ? w2 In the first case, the 
requisite ea+1 's form a ~-decreasing chain of type w2 , in the 
second case it is -3 -increasing. So, in either event, we have a 
contradiction, since w2, w~ 1:. p • Hence 1 is an w2-AronszaJn 
tree. 
Clearly, any AronszaJn subtree of 1 will likewise correspond to 
a subtype cr ~ p , Ia I= w1 , such that w1 , wt 1:- cr • Thus % cannot 
have an AronszaJn subtree, and we are done. fl 
Remark. By a simple generalisation of the proof of Theorem 6, one 
can construct, in ZFC, a normal (w 2, w2)-tree with no AronszaJn 
(and no w2-AronszaJn) subtree. We do not know if it is possible 
to construct, in ZFC + GCH, an w2-AronszaJn tree with no AronszaJn 
subtree. If such were possible, however, we would immediately have 
a proof of 1 ~ in ZFC + GCH , since the lexicographic ordering 
of such a tree is easily seen to provide a counterexample to ~ • 
In view of an last result, this would seem to be the only hope of 
establishing 1 ~ in ZFC + GCH • However, by ~ itself, the more 
obvious sorts of w2-AronszaJn trees which one can construct in 
ZFC + GCH do have AronszaJn subtrees, so this approach does not appear 
to be very hopeful. Much more likely, in our opinion, is that in 
Silver's model of ~ (or perhaps a slight modification of it), every 
w2-AronszaJn tree does have an AronszaJn subtree, whence, by theorem 
7, we have at once the consistency of ZFC + GCH + ~ • Unfortunately, 
a proof of this has so far eluded us. 
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Since writing this paper, we obtained a proof of the result 
U.J U.J 1 Con ( ZFC + "there is a Ramsey cardinal") ~ Con ( ZFC + 2 =2 =W 2 + ~ ) • 
The proof will appear elsewhere. vle still do not Jmow if ~ is 
consistent with GCH • 
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